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Dear Sirs and Madams:
I am writing to express Alkennes' grave concerns with the stock-option expensing requirements
described in Proposed Statement of Financial Accounting Standards, Share-Based Payment, an
amendment ofFASB Statements No. 123 and 95 (the Exposure Draft). Without question, this
proposal, if implemented, will have a negative impact on the future of the biotechnology industry
in the United States and the ability of my company to attract future capital and provide accurate
and meaningful financial infonnation to my shareholders. I urge you to delay implementation of
these requirements and to consider alternatives that would require enhanced disclosure of
employee stock options and their dilutive effects on the price of shares.
Over the past decade, biotechnology has fast become a global industry. What's more, the U.S.
biotech industry has become the standard other countries aspire to in developing robust,
entrepreneurial biotech communities. The vast majority of companies that comprise this
community in the U.S. do not yet have products in the marketplace. Instead they are engaged in
a 10-12 year effort to get their first product approved. During this period, they use stock options
to leverage tight payroll budgets and attract the world's best and brightest scientists and
technicians and to retain them through the product development cycle. By targeting stock
options as an expense, however, the most talented scientists and researchers are much more
likely to stop working in the industry. We must maintain our competitive edge in attracting the
world's top scientists.
In addition to the detrimental effect on industry recruitment, the FASB completely disregarded
widespread concerns about the inability to accurately value employee stock options. Without a
precise and reliable valuation method, mandated expensing may substantially over-inflate the
expense of employee stock options, resulting in financial statements that do not serve investors,
shareholders or employees. The high stock price volatility in our industry, when combined with
other highly subjective assumptions, can yield an unacceptably wide range of results. While it

may be useful to disclose a hypothetical charge in the footnotes to the financial statements, the
inclusion of employee stock option expense in the statement of operations will result in less
clarity consistency and reliability ofthe financial statements. The sensitivity of the option
pricing models to the significant estimates and judgments would pennit two similar companies to
have significant differences in the reported expenses. Please see the attached article from the
Wall Street Journal.
Because it costs hundreds of millions of dollars over the course of a decade to bring a new
product to market, biotech companies rely on a steady influx of capital from investors to fimd
research and development. As investors weigh competing opportunities, they look to financial
statements for clear, accurate infonnation about each company's perfonnance. Mandatory
expensing under the FASB's proposed approach, however, will cause uunecessary distortion in
the companies' financial statements. As a result, biotech companies forced to expense the
estimated fair value of stock options may well find themselves at a disadvantage versus other
types of ventures with shorter product development cycles.
Once again, I urge you to delay implementation of these requirements and to consider
alternatives that would require enhanced disclosure of employee stock options and their diIutive
effects on the price of shares. I understand the need for corporate refonn, but penalizing
entrepreneur companies that were not the target of these refonn efforts, is not the answer.
Sincerely,
!

Vice Pre . ent and
Chief Financial Officer

Bubble Act Redux
By Lawrence B. Lindsey
And Marc Snmerlin

The Financial Accounting Standards Board is
about to change the way employee stock options
are treated for accounting purposes. Faced with
the colJapse of the stock market bubble and the
accounting scandals of the anything-goes 1990s,
FASB is responding to the new political environment in which a premium is placed on any
changes that appear to be "tough" on corporate
America. With politicians and the media looking
for targets, change is good because moving targets are harder to hit.
This is a cycle as old as financial markets.
After the collapse of the South Sea Bubble of the
1720s, Parliament passed the Bubble Act, which
banned the creation of any new joint-stock compa·
nies without Parliament's express approval. The
ban stayed on the books for !O5 years. The prosecu·
tion of wrongdoing is essential to the clean·up
process, but history suggests that when political
institutions run out of wrong doers. they often turn
to ill-conceived systemic changes. These changes,
like the Bubble Act. undermine sound economic
activity with little impact on wrongdoers.
FASB's proposed change is no exception. To
begin with, it undermines a key prinCiple of
accounting: the link between the balance sheet
and the income statement. FASB proposes requir·
ing that firms treat stock options as a current
expense. A true expense reduces the net asset
value of the firm. But no such reduction in net
asset value occurs when a stock option is
granted. Granting an option does dilute the
value of shares of existing shareholders byeffec·
tively increasing the number of potential shares
outstanding. But the total value of the firm and
its prOfits remains unchanged; they are merely
spread among more shares.
FASB has been searching for a way to credit
owners' equity to hOld the balance sheet harmless
from mandating fictitiously reduced income. But
no elegant solution exists for fixing a fundamental
violation of accounting principles. FASB's jury·

rigged proposal would distort the earnings per
share calculations by changing both the nunlerator and the denominator, caUSing a double countIng of the impact of options on earnings per share.
Moreover, if the stock options expired and were
never exercised, the stock option expense would
stay on the books. and the profits of the firm would
be permanently reduced, even though no economic
transaction occurred.
FASB's proposal is not only conceptually
wrong, it is also technically wrong. The primary
methods used to calculate the value of stock options, like Black-Scholes, are valid only for tradable options that are readily converted into cash.
Employee stock options are long term and nontransferable. The fact that they cannot be sold
means they cannot be measured by market·
based option calculators. FASB is violating its
own Statement of Financial Accounting Concepts No.5, which states that "revenues and
gains are realizable when related assets received or held are readily convertible into known
amounts of cash or claims to cash."
There is no question that shareholders need
better information on the effect of stock options
on the value of their shares than they got during
the bubble years of the 1990s. Under current accounting rules. the dilution effect of stock options
is appropriately shown in the diluted earnings
per share calculation. This dilution effect is both
important and variable, and so is shown on a
quarterly basis so that sharehOlders are aware of
its evolving impact. This should be upgraded to
include the disclosure of vested and unvested options for both in-the-money and out·of-the-money
options and should also include more disclosure
on employee purchase plans and other claims on
equity. The FASB plan does none of this.
But the adverse effect of FASB's plan is not
just on accounting principles; its effect on the
high-growth sector of the American economy is
even greater. Options give an employee a stake
in the firm and a concern for its future. This is
particularly vital in high-technology industries
where a good portion of the firm's capital is

human capital that can walk out the door at al
time. It is also a way of conserving scarce cal
for high return investments.
If the FASB plan is implemented, credible es
mates suggest the average technology rich Nasd:
100 firm would suffer a 44% drop in reported PI'(
its. Some high growth firms that use their cash f,
investment will appear to be underwater. The:
firms are hit hardest because they have both U
highest price/earnings ratios and the highest vol.
tility. In the complex formulae used to calculate tJ:
value of options. higher projected volatility leads i
a higher assigned value to the option.
The adverse effect on high-tech firms can t
20 times as great as a percent of net incom
compared with traditional companies. Henc,
more mature firms like Coca Cola are more iJ
dined to accept expensing of stock options. B
double-counting the effect of options on earning
per share, the net effect of FASB's propos<
would be to reallocate capital from cutling-edg
firms to more mature and slower-growing comp~
nies. It would be particularly devastating 0
start·up firms with emerging technologies.
This protection of the well entrenched is on
(If tile more ironic aspects of the history of politi
cal responses to the collapse of bubbles. Back il
the 1720s, the South Sea Company was one of thl
behind-the·scenes supporters of the Bubble Act
even though it was at the center of the contro
versy. It reasoned that if new joint-stock compa
nies could not be fornled. its own access to capi
tal would be enhanced. It is hard to see ho~
having fewer investment opportunities helpee
the shareholders of the day. It is similarly hard te
see how today's shareholders or workers will ben
elit from a one-size-fits·alI formula that restrict!
innovation and will reduce the public offering 01
shares in the high technology firms that will
form the base of America's economic future.

Mr. Lindsey was director of the National Eco·
nomic Council in 2001-02 and is now president and
CEO of the Lindsey Group, of which Mr. Sumerlin, former deputy director of the National economic Council, is managing director.

